Meccanotecnica Riesi
Exceptional service, precise quality, and affordable prices

The

Who We Are
Meccanotecnica Riesi s.r.l. (MR)
produces high precision mechanical
components and spare parts for both
research institutes and manufacturing
industries alike.
Our factory is equipped with the
latest technologies and machinery,
allowing us to process a wide range of
materials to fit our customers’
demands. We pride ourselves in our
quality and efficiency of machining.
Our capable team of specialists
creates innovative products to ensure
customer satisfaction.
The majority of our clients are based
internationally and MR works to
maintain these relationships through
strong communication. Our
capabilities and dedication to quality
are second to none.

Opportunity
MR brings a once in a
lifetime co-op position for
Marketing and Engineering
students. Be a part of an
expanding company. Learn
international business
perspective and effective
penetration marketing.
Explore the culture of Sicily
and beauty of the island.
Meet connections and
network with people from
around the world. Gain
invaluable experience that
comes from such a unique
opportunity.
Join the team.
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Cooperative Education

Mechanical
echanical Engineering

Job Description:
Description

MR has over 30 years of engineering
experience and more than 150 years
in our production. Our team is highly
specialized in mechanical
engineering with professional
training and qualifications from
numerous countries.
The variety of machinery here at
MR, allows us to take almost any
special order from our clients. What
we are producing is constantly
changing- which contributes to
continuously making this position so
exciting.
Our cutting-edge
edge technologies allow
us to optimize pro
production and find
technologically advanced solutions.
By joining our team of engineers and
operators, you will apply your
knowledge to real life situations, as
well as continuously learn new
skills.

Work with UNI EN 9100 standards and quality
control of manufactured parts
Discuss and problem solve with
manufacturing department, subcontractors,
suppliers, and customers
Applyy research, analytical, conceptual, and
planning skills to designs
Use mathematical modeling and computercomputer
aided design (CAD) tools
Manage weekly progress reports
Engineering and prototype development for
carious clients
“Working with MR allows
students to proactive their skills
in these programs on real
mechanical components,
component on a
real
real-life
deadline. This type of
practice is invaluable.”
- Oreste
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Marketing and sales is a key
component in MR’s success. Because
we are constantly doing business
internationally,
ly, we need a strong
online presence as well as consistent
branding throughout all our
marketing pursuits.
This position works closely with key
leaders within the company and has
the potential to make a huge impact
on our company. Many of the
activities focus on deeper entry
into the US Market. You will learn
aspects in ranging fields, including
digital branding, public relations,
social media, marketing campaigns,
etc. This is a pivotal role at MR and
offers the exposure to a variety of
marketing areas.

Job Description:
Deployment of current marketing
campaign within timelines and budget
Management of online presence:
Website, Facebook, Twitter, Youtube,
Linkdin, Blog, Google+
Research and help coordinate events
and opportunities for MR participation
Research target industries and target
companies and report on findings
Management of inbound information
requests
Coordinate community service projects
with US Military team
Cold call potential clients

“This is a once-in-alifetime opportunity.
Not only do they
encourage me to work
on what I find
interesting, but they
also respect my input.”

-Rebecca

Cooperative Education

Marketing and Sales
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Yes, we have perks.
Free Lodging
MR provides housing at the
beautiful Servizio Cristiano.
Enjoy a private bedroom,
bathroom, and kitchen. In
this gated complex, there is
also an organic farm and a
center for children. The
center often hosts other
international students as
well, so there is a wonderful
opportunity to meet new
friends from all over the
world!

Travel
One of the great things about Riesi is that it’s
in a perfect location to see all of Sicily! See the
breathtakingly blue beaches, the glory of Mt.
Etna, the architecture of Palermo, the art in
Catania, and so much more.

Transportation
MR provides free transportation everyday to
work and back. If you’re wanting a getaway
weekend, busses are constantly running all
throughout Sicily. The nearest airport is only
90 minutes away as well. There’s no
shortage of opportunity.
Food
We couldn’t NOT talk about this. It’s Sicily! We
are famous for having some of the best food in
the world. At almost every corner you’ll find
fresh pizza, warm bread, organic vegetables,
and Sicilian specialties.

Family
We may do business together, but we will
treat you like family. When you work for
us, you’ve got a whole team by your side
for anytime you need support, help,
laughs, or a friend.
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Apply today!
Check out more on our webpage, Facebook, blog,
Twitter, YouTube, and other social media sites.

Meccanotecnica Riesi s.r.l.
Contrada Margio, Zona Industriale Riesi
Caltanissetta, Italy 93016
www.meccanotecnicariesi.com

